THE LEGISLATURE
AND THE PEOPLE
"They [the members of Congress] are of the PropK and
return again to mix with the People, having no more
durable pre~emin<inee than the dillVr^ut Oftuus of Suud
in an Hourglass. Such an Assembly cumiot cosily become
dangerous to Liberty. They are the Servant;! ot the Peo-
ple, sent together to do the People's Business, and pro-
mote the public Welfare; their Powers must bo sufficient;
or their Duties cannot be performed," Benjamin Franklin
to George \Vhatley, May 23» 1785.
"The election of the different branches of Congress by the
Freemen, either directly or indirectly is the pivot on
which turns the Erst Wheel of the government; a Wheel
which communicates motion to all the rest/* George
Washington, fragment of address never dttlivcwd, April
(?) 1789.
O
N THURSDAY May 81, Major William Pierce of Georgia
arrived from New York, where for four months he had
been serving his state in Congress, to take -a scat in the Con-
vention along with his colleague William Few, Pierce bad been
an artillery officer in the Revolution, and was now a merchant
in Savannah. Almost nothing is known of him outside of the bare
facts of his military career and his few weeks in the Federal
Convention. But while he was in the Convention, or shortly
afterward, he made notes on the characters of the delegates
which help posterity to look behind those closed doors and see
the men of 1787 as they seemed and sounded at their work.
All of them, in their minds if not in ink on paper, must have
been doing the same thing. Many of them were strangers to one
another, or were known only by their names and public records.
They came then to Independence Hall as they come now into
the history of the Convention, mere outlines at first., to be filled
in with living qualities and become familiar persons in the long
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